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FOREWORD 

Lucy Mitchell-Innes

This exhibition was completely unplanned and totally spontaneous. It came about in  

response to a request by me on behalf of a collector who had seen Pope.L’s work in Paris 

and had expressed an interest in seeing some of the work from the 90s. Pope.L sent in 

three or four works initially, maybe five, unframed and then sent in another five and then  

another eight until we got up to 22, at which point I looked at them and I realized we had 

to put together something at very short notice so the wider public could really see this 

extraordinary group of work. The only available time we had, which of course works perfectly 

for this particular body of work, was at our gallery uptown. So, that’s how it came about. 

I was intrigued, a little confused, and immediately aware of the extraordinary range and 

depth of these works. This was really much more than I had expected though I don’t know 

why I should say that about Pope.L because one always gets much more than one expects 

from him. I was pretty blown away when we first saw this whole group.

One of the things that truly struck me about this body of work is his abiding preoccupation 

with language or the way words or letters are signifiers, symbols, something with and without 

meaning. In his own interview for this exhibition, he talks about the illegibility and difficulty 

of reading even his own work which I find very interesting. He also talks in great depth  

about the use of language. There is in these works a street art quality in the sense that they  

are made up of billboard imagery, found objects, newspapers, domestic objects, dog hair— 

there is a kind of daily feeling about them as well as a performative quality in that they have  

a durational aspect to them which one sees as the works reveals  themselves to the eye.

I’m enormously grateful to Pope.L for his generosity in making this group of work available, 

and for being so game about putting together, on short notice, an important exhibition that 

looks at his origins. 

Finally, we extend our thanks to Bennett Simpson and Pope.L’s studio staff including Aliza 

Hoffman, Dave Lloyd and Lorenzo Conte.
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This four-part interview was conducted between February 24 and April 11, 2017 in preparation for the catalog published for “Proto-
Skin Set” at Mitchell-Innes & Nash. The participants in the interview are Pope.L, his studio administrator Aliza Hoffman and Bennett 
Simpson, Senior Curator at MOCA Los Angeles.1 The text was edited by Pope.L, Bennett Simpson and Courtney Willis Blair.

A self-interview with Pope.L and Aliza conducted February 24-28, 2017

NOTE FROM POPE.L: Below is a set of questions I asked my studio administrator Aliza Hoffman to pose to me. I did not coach her on what to 
ask but we may have talked about the interview in general. The idea was a self-interview via the utilization of a studio assistant. Once this was 
completed, it was sent to Bennett.

Aliza: You have said that the Skin Set project started in 1997. In 2016, you began incorporating Proto-Skin Sets— which essentially 
predated and foreshadowed the Skin Sets— into the project. What is the relationship between the two bodies of work and why did you 
decide to combine them? How and what are the Proto-Skin Sets foreshadowing?

Pope.L: Some clarifications: I do not see the Protos and SS proper as bodies of work, unless you mean by body an amputated limb. I do not 
see SS as a series but more a set of things connected by family relations. 

Whose family? Yours? Our worlds? The parallel worlds? 

By family relations, I mean a set of shared aspects to the things in the set.

Protos and SS proper are a set of things together conceptually but separated by time; a dynamic open set where shit happens over time. 
So, one hinge which pivots all these things together is language, specifically language which seeks to describe a world or a possibility of a 
world— sometimes our world, sometimes a possible, parallel world. Materially, on the surface, the Protos were more experimental. However, 
SS proper is more playful and articulate language-wise. This makes sense. Earlier on I had more material-competence than language-
competence. I had to learn how to write my work. CDs [Communications Devices] assisted in this development but they were more focused 
on documentation. Writing what you think may seem like the work of a copyist, for example, like drawing a plaster bust but thinking it is 
not plaster. Finding the right image in your mind is a creative act as well.

With the painterly Protos, I was seeking— in a rougher, more direct and clumsy way— to deal with language.  Both CDs and the painterly 
Protos lacked a means to deal with time. Both dealt with time one moment at a time, one artwork at a time. This changed a tiny bit when you 
get to the Protos where I used organic materials.2 CDs were held together by a single idea: failed or erroneous or incomplete communication. 
Even so, I did not consciously consider time as a part of the work until I started making CDs in the form of plays and novels.3

1   On May 3, 2017, Pope.L answered a few more questions during an in-person interview with Courtney Willis Blair at Mitchell-Innes & Nash’s Chelsea 
location. The footnotes that follow in italics are from this conversation with the artist and marked [ibid].

2   The use of organic materials has been a key component of Pope.L’s practice for the past 30 years. Onions, peanut butter, baloney, hotdogs, sperm, animal 
and human hair, Pop Tarts, chewing gum, drinking alcohol, coffee, and more have all been incorporated into his works over the last 40 years.

3   Pope.L published a number of plays and novels as fiction works in small literary presses during this time period. Although these all functioned as 
Communications Devices in an art context, he did not reveal this to the respective outlets, and whether or not he referred to himself as an artist in the 
accompanying biography is unclear. [ibid] 

Skin Set Project Timeline 1976 to the present: 

COMMUNICATION DEVICES (aka CDs)
1976-1980s

1970
PROTO-SKIN SET (aka Protos: CDs and painterly)
1976-1990s

SKIN SET (aka SS or SS proper)
1997-present

2000 20101980 1990



Even though the first Skin Set colors I chose to work with were white and 
black, I knew early on that I’d eventually include other colors that would 
not easily sit within racialist thinking— for example, orange or purple or 
chartreuse or puce. SS proper makes it clearer that language and time are 
the anchors of the SS project. Material concerns are significant but I see 
them as supportive. In addition, from early on, I was thinking notationally 
with SS. Not so with Protos. By notational I mean that each work was a 
notation toward some larger sketch perhaps leading to some even larger 
mock up.

That even larger mock up being the Skin Sets? Or at that point you 
didn’t know?

The even larger mock up is perhaps a Skin Set work that does all the things 
I want a Skin Set to do but does not rely on any of the ways I’ve made 
Skin Sets in the past. For example, I always use a substrate or background 
surface when making an SS. What if I did not? Written language requires a 
surface to be accessible, legible. What if the space of writing could be made 
up of many, many surfaces constantly in flux? What would writing look 
like in a space like this? And the activity of reading, how would it  
be accomplished? 

The move to SS paintings of the last five years is a return to more 
materiality and a requirement of ‘more time’ for each work. Simply put, 
this means in the gestalt that a shift in size is a demand for more duration, 
more stage space in which to take the object in, to read it, consume it— 
therefore, the move from 8 ½ x 11 inches or 9 x 12 inches in the drawings 
to 7 x 5 feet in the paintings.

Painting has strong historically determined conventions. For example, 
right or wrong, most folks feel they know what a painting is. One could 
claim that, because of painting’s strong conventional character, consuming 
it takes less time. That is, we know what it is, what it is doing and what 
it means without thinking. SS paintings are meant to be read even if I 
sometimes make them very difficult to be read. I use shifting levels of 
legibility of language to trouble the process of reading. Can the viewer 
(even myself) access what is being spoken, emitted, broadcast in the object 
rendered? Legibility can be articulated via physical, poetic or conceptual 
means. Painting, like the convention-embedded format of a book or a song 
or bigotry provides an already highly valent performance space within 
which to perform and converse. This sort of ‘surface’ was not available to 
me with CDs or Protos or the SS drawings. 

Was this also a financially driven shift urged by your growing fame? You 
say a shift in size is a demand for more time to take in the object, but I’d 
say a shift in size could also be from simply a shift in demand itself for 
the works.

Hmmm, so THIS is what you say? How long have you been working  
for me…

Actually if I wanted to simply meet demand (as you suggest) I should run 
my studio in a different way than I do currently. For example, I should stop 
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doing performance-based work or refuse to work with organic materials. 
I should also reduce the size of the paintings, regularize their formats, 
their look and my overall making-approach so I can do an assembly line 
kind of thing— but I have yet to do these things. In some ways, the middle 
period size-wise (when SS was 8 ½ x 11 inches or 9 x 12 inches) would be 
much more amenable to your idea— or maybe I could use a more mass 
production approach like certain artists of note… We’ll see… I’ll think 
about it… hmmm…

So, were Protos a rough draft for the Skin Sets? When you made the 
Protos did you have any sort of idea in mind about how they would fit 
into your oeuvre later on in your career or what role they would play?

In the beginning I had no idea, when making the Protos, about SS proper. 
Later, around 1998-1999 after I’d committed to the SS project, I continued 
to work on some of the Protos— of course by then I did have some  
idea re: SS.

You gave yourself a goal of 3,500 works to finish the project, thus 
making it a time-based and endurance work. If/when you reach 3,499, 
will the final work in the series play a larger role than its predecessors? 
Will the creation of it be a live performance? Do you think you will ever 
reach 3,500? 

Well, in some ways it’s already a live performance. Let me put it this way: 
once I committed to SS as a project (after the aborted beginning in ‘97), 
I established 3,500 as the total number of works in the set. I chose 3,500 
because I thought I’d never reach it, even though my working format was 
a relatively intimate 8 ½ x 11 inch sheet of graph paper. And once I really 
got going in the project, I realized just wrestling with 3,500 as my horizon 
would put a very specific pressure on the project and the rest of my life.

So now, when you make a new work that isn’t a Skin Set do you say  
to yourself, I should really be making a Skin Set instead of this to  
get closer to my goal, or do you not really care that much about 
reaching 3,500?

It’s not important that I produce 3,500 SS works. It’s more so the pressure 
of having the number before me. It’s better to crawl rather than arrive. I get 
with my commitment by not abandoning the project. In addition, the more 
the project evolves, along with everything else I do in parallel, I start to see 
more connections— for example, like those between Protos and SS proper 
or Failure Drawings and SS or the organic works and SS or the Re-Photo 
works and the painterly Protos.

How did the Skin Set project originate? What was the very first surface a 
Skin set was created on?

The first surface on which an SS was created was the synapse of my brain.
The project originated with a question: Do I, as an illegible person, have 
the right to legibility and if so, what would that legibility look like as  
a project?

Island Painting, 2015-2016

Island Painting, 2015-2016 (detail)



Why are you an illegible person? How has your legibility come 
through in other projects?

I believe blackness— for example, racializing as a kind of ‘as if ’ 
marking on a thing or surface— produces an over-writing, a 
palimpsest of meanings, that may obscure or delete or redefine 
who or what a person is as a person. I have tried to problematize 
this state of affairs via several strategies. Here are a few: making 
things difficult in which case I make something more complex or 
harder than common sense says it should be; or autobiography and 
inappropriate sharing to create a person-to-person connection; or 
contradiction where I insist, for example, that illegibility has its own 
value or humor used as a lubricant to loosen up, make wobbly or 
even instrumentalize legibility for my own uses.

Why did you originally require the Skin Sets to be purchased  
in pairs?

Everything is in relation and collaboration. It wasn’t just the 
requirement that the drawings be bought in twos. I wanted each 
drawing to have its own baggage.

Where do you source or how do you come up with what the 
people are (i.e. cropped, sterile, fabricated, the glory of a shared 
piece of candy)?

I do not come up with what people are. We simply are… And I go 
from there.

Do you associate a particular color with a particular group of people when you make these?

Yes, I associate certain groups with certain feels of color. I begin with the literal or the spurious or the nonsensical or the literary or the 
abusive or the cognitive… And go from there.

Obviously, a lot of the Skin Sets are politically charged in their language. Can you talk about how these short, one-sentence jabs in the 
Skin Sets relate to your longer pieces of writing?

I do not see the texts I create, inscribe into SS works as sentences. I do not see them as fragments. That kind of concept is too object-bound. 
Rather, I see them as titles (many of which never become the titles of works they are in). Sub-titles might even be a more interesting way of 
looking at the texts… More specifically, I see the language I use as phrases or bits or scraps whose ontology is more open, always ‘calling’ 
to its cousin-scraps and cousin-bits floating in the conversation. I have not given much formal thinking to the relation between SS writing 
and other kinds of public writing4 that I do (which is typically in a longer format) but, just recently, I’ve been given incentive to think more 
about this relation. The platform I’ll be using is the short story. I’ve been asked to write something longer than anything I’ve made public 
previously.5 I have been pondering how art objects are described in various contexts and the literary possibilities or limits in this gesture, 
think: written movie reviews, dance or pop concert reportage, Alain Robbe-Grillet6 or Ponge7 or J.M.G. Le Clézio,8 etc.

4   Typically when Pope.L is asked for written things in the public realm, it requires more language than the SS writing and CDs. It requires a language to not be so 
focused. [ibid]

5  Shannon Lutker invited Pope.L to write a short story in X-TRA Contemporary Art Quarterly to be published in 2018. The text, as of yet, is untitled.
6   French filmmaker, writer, and literary theorist, Alain Robbe-Grillet (1928-2008) was a leader of the Nouveau Roman and reinvented the idea of the novel 

during the mid-20th century by ridding it of plot and character.
7   Francis Ponge (1899-1988) was a French writer who is influential to the Nouveau Roman. The grandfather of micro-fiction, he wrote in a very short form with 

incredible detail about ordinary things. [ibid]
8   Jean-Marie Gustave Le Clézio (b. 1940) is a French novelist who is stylistically less anal than Robbe-Grillet with a looser prose, though it was very much about 

description. He is younger than many of the writers who are part of the Nouveau Roman period, and came out of it during the later period. [ibid]

Black Drawings, 2001-2002



Do you think a lot is lost in the description of art objects in texts? 
Do you think the creation of a physical object’s written description 
then creates its own entity that is allowed to exist separately from the 
physical object?

Description always introduces a kind of loss in doing its work. This is no 
accident. It is a necessity.  When creating a description we must always re-
inscribe against that loss. The back and forth is unavoidable. It’s the deal 
we make with language— a deal that we ignore to one degree or another. 
And to an extent, we have to if we are to succeed at describing anything 
at all. But it is this conflict that makes writing interesting to me. And if 
somehow miraculously language helps us to picture a world, then there 
we are standing there agape with our mouths open letting the flies in.

So, is description separate from the thing it describes? Of course, that is 
its beauty. It’s like ‘the ritual is not the gods’ kind of thing and that makes 
the ritual important: that it cannot be the gods, rather it is a conduit to the 
gods. That’s its utility… and its futility.

E-mails sent between Pope.L and Bennett March 6-7, 2017 after 
dinner at Monument Lane in New York City’s West Village on 
Sunday, March 5, 2017 at 6:30 PM

From: Pope.L
Sent: Monday, March 6, 2017 7:13 AM
To: Bennett Simpson
Subject: Re: hey hey

bennett, 

thanks for the soup. and the convo. 

It’s a little bewildering, for a host of reasons, to look back on your own life--even if you are only looking at the scraps that inform it--for 
example artworks. Looking back distorts but humans are retrospective creatures by nature. You said it yourself last night in the restaurant 
(and I paraphrase): do we make the past what we want it to be? of course we do. we try. but at the same time, countering our intentions is a 
host of intervening forces that compete with or conjoin with our little history of the past--

I gave the gallery the idea of a proto-ss world as a conceptual idea. an idea that i’d been working through, in various ways, before i moved to 
chicago in 2010. the gallery took that idea and re-thought it as a marketing platform. trying to build a myth. this is their job.

last night i also told you that i discovered for myself, after looking around a bit, and for a long time of looking around--that what connects 
the disparate things i do is the use of language--written language with a heavy oral character--and duration--that everything exists and 
passes away in time or in a time--the relationship between language and duration is this rubbing together of flesh and time--molecules and 
space together mutually defining---

be well.
pooe.l (i have been collecting mis-spellings of my name in the last few years)9

9   Pope.L has seen his name misspelled all his life. He is unsure of how many misspellings of his names he has collected (oftentimes on scraps of paper). None of 
those collected have been mispronunciations. They are usually from e-mails or institutional materials, such as airline tickets and hotel reservations. All through 
high school, except in his final year, he wrote his name as “Pope” without the period or the  L, although he never admitted this omission to his mother.  Adding  
it back was an act of rebellion. It was not until years later he realized that he had been making a political statement by erasing his mother’s contribution to his  
name. [ibid]

Ppurple People Aare Aa Very Long River, 2010



From: Bennett Simpson
Sent: Tuesday, March 7, 2017 2:20 AM
To: Pope.L
Subject: Re: hey hey

po.l

your email is evocative. forgive me for staying inside it.

hope your travels back were fine. it was really great seeing you.

b

First exchange between Bennett and Pope.L occurring March 7-11, 2017

Bennett: could you characterize the oral quality of your language? 

Pope.L: I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN ATTRACTED TO LANGUAGE AS SOMETHING HEARD, MORE LIKE MUSIC. IN MY BAND OF 
SEVEN YEARS, I WAS THE LYRICIST AND THE LEAD SINGER. MY FAVORITE AUTHORS WERE ALWAYS THOSE THAT WROTE 
WITH A MUSICALITY: BECKETT, JOYCE, PYNCHON, NERUDA, MORRISON, STEIN, CELINE, LORCA, WITTGENSTEIN AND  
SO ON…10

do you know what your voice sounds like? 

10   Samuel Beckett, James Joyce, Thomas Pynchon, Pablo Neruda, Toni Morrison, Gertrude Stein, Louis Ferdinand Celine, Federico Garcia Lorca, and  
Ludwig Wittgenstein

Reenactor, 2012



WELL, NO, NOT EXACTLY. I CAN’T EVEN SAY I KNOW WHAT IT FEELS LIKE. I KNOW WHAT IT CAN DO, ITS LIMITATIONS.  
I KNOW WHAT IT SHOULD! FEEL LIKE WHEN I AM SPEAKING. 

why is language flesh?

LANGUAGE IS FLESH BECAUSE IT IS BORNE FROM FLESH; SO EVEN THOUGH IT LEAVES THE BODY, THE BODY IS FOREVER 
OF IT.
 
I often thought about your voice in your work, like, your actual voice. You talk slowly (in your film Reenactor, for instance), and there is a lot 
of control coming, I would guess, from theater. Or coming from how you want to talk. Why do you talk slowly? 

BECAUSE I WANT TO HEAR THE WORDS AS I SAY THEM. BECAUSE I WANT YOU TO BE ABLE TO HEAR THEM AS I  
SAY THEM.
 
why use small words for big ideas? 

FOR ME ELEGANT, EFFECTIVE, COMPETENT LANGUAGE LIES NOT IN THE SIZE OF THE WORDS BUT IN THE APPROPRIATE 
SIZE. LARGE WORDS CAN BE BEAUTIFUL. THEY CAN ALSO BE USEFUL. I USE THEM WHEN NECESARRY BUT UTILITY 
COMES FIRST. PLUS, SMALL WORDS HAVE A GUILELESSNESS TO THEM THAT PUTS THE FOCUS ON THE MESSAGE NOT  
THE WORDS. 
 
did the idea of a Proto-SS world exist for a long time? 

IT WAS COMING IN DIFFERENT CLARITIES FOR ABOUT TEN YEARS. 

did it exist by another name prior/proto to the SS beginning? 

NO, NOT REALLY. 

Beginning of the World, 2002



I guess I’m wondering when origins became 
interesting to you, and why? 

ORIGINS ARE LESS INTERESTING THAN 
ORIENTATION. LOCATING MYSELF IN THE 
FIELD OF MYSELF.
 
there is nothing wrong with myth-building. It is 
almost unavoidable in art. Maybe implicit in art. 
What are some of the intervening forces competing 
or conjoining with the history you intend (or 
imagine)? 

WELL, THE GALLERY, THE INSTITUTIONS 
I WORK WITH ARE SUCH THINGS. THEY 
HAVE A CERTAIN IDEA OF HOW AND WHO 
I SHOULD BE. WHAT THE WORK SHOULD 
MEAN, WHO IT SHOULD SERVE. TIME IS 
THE MOST POWERFUL DETERMINANT. NOT 

JUST LARGE EVENTS BUT THE SMALL SCALE DAILY EVENTS LIKE TAKING YOUR KID TO SCHOOL, WAKING UP IN THE 
MORNING OR GOING TO THE HOSPITAL (NOT EXPECTING YOU ARE GOING) TO WATCH YOUR MOTHER DIE.

qua = as, what?, like. what is the qua in these early SS’s? 

NOTATIONS TO THE LARGER ENTERPRISE WITHOUT CONSCIOUSNESS OF SAME. 
 
last night I was watching a video of a panel discussion between R.H. Quaytman and John Baldessari. It was fairly awkward, but Quaytman 
said something I instinctively agree with. She said, “Whenever you put a word in a painting it always wins. Language beats image in a 
painting every time.” I wondered what you thought. 

IN AN IMPORTANT SENSE, A WORD IS JUST ANOTHER IMAGE. ON THE SURFACE, IT MAY APPEAR MORE DIRECT BUT 
THAT IS BECAUSE WE BELIEVE WORDS TELL US THINGS. HOWEVER, WORDS ARE ALSO THINGS THEMSELVES. BUT EVEN 
SO, LANGUAGE IS THE THING WHICH IS AN ABSTRACTION FIRST. A TALKING ABSTRACTION, IF YOU WILL, A KIND OF 
VENTRILOQUISM OF BEING…

E-mails sent between Pope.L and Bennett on March 22, 2017

From: Pope.L
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 10:02 AM
To: Bennett Simpson
Subject: The! Interview!!!!

Bennett,

We are both busy, true. Also imaginative folks. Also this sort of historical revisionist shtick is a bit of a whoo-haaa.

So I Agree, yes, length and quality sure of the text but its form--well, then there is that--I propose a less smooth version of the interview--a 
bumpier version if you will---

We take the three sections (the third section is what you just started with your most recent batch of questions)--and we sequence them  
‘as is’--meaning we edit within each section but we don’t inter-cut them to make a smoother more polished SINGLE interview--maybe we 
even add email snippets as an aside…

Pope.L and his pet Mr. Milk (now deceased) in Pope.L’s backyard in Lewiston, ME, 2003



Anywho, I think this is fresher way of rendering mythology--show a few 
seams--let a little more doubt in---

Let me know what you think. I’ll get responses back to your latest  
offerings asap.

Pope.l

From: Bennett Simpson
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 10:10 AM
To: Pope.L
Subject: The! Interview!!!!

I think: yea! Bump it up. Like the idea a lot and had it myself when I began 
cutting and pasting.

Second exchange between Pope.L and Bennett March 21-31, 2017

Bennett Simpson: The title of the series, “Proto-Skin Sets,” foregrounds the 
question of time, before and after intentionality. When are the Proto-Skin 
Set drawings from and where were you in your work at the time? 

Pope.L: The Protos are a set, not a series. They span from the late 70s 
to mid-90s. In the late 70s, I’d already set aside painting, not by choice 
initially. It was more that I could not figure out a way to continue doing it. 
I began reading more. A lot more. A lot of Artforum and Wittgenstein and a few other things. In Artforum, I found Stephen Kaltenbach 
interesting, Douglas Huebler and Robert Barry. I felt Joseph Kosuth had a Robbe-Grillet problem.11 Lawrence Weiner was interesting but a 
bit narrow. Art & Language were obtuse, narrow but interesting. Robert Ryman12 was a puzzle with which I took a while to come to terms. 
My readings and a suggestion of one of my professors, Mac Adams,13 led me to ‘discover’ Communication Devices or CDs. Mac told me to 
write on my paintings. I could not figure out a way to do that, so I began using writing as my primary mode of making but! on paper and 
so CDs came about. These works are the earliest Proto works, primarily presented as mimeographed or photocopied handwritten language, 
which typically described in a very plain way something I proposed or had done or had thought about. The something described typically 
had to do with the problem of trying to make sense of the world using a bit of the world. Sometimes, I’d include a photo or photos as 
documentation. The photos were not very good. Sometimes, but less frequently, an object was part of the display. I was drawn to this mode 
of making because it allowed me to articulate the inside of my head and the world around me without restrictions on medium. It also made 
for a ‘poor’ aesthetic, which was more sensitive to the hand-to-mouth lifestyle I was living at the time.

--Where were you living? 

+During the late seventies, I was finishing an undergraduate degree in art at Montclair State College (now Montclair State University) in 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey. While at school I lived ‘illegally’ in the painting room in a loft that my friend Jim Puznick built. After that,  

11   “Robbe-Grillet is to Nouveau Roman as Joseph Kosuth is to the New Conceptualism. They both were considered spokespeople to those particular movements. 
They both wrote articles that assumed to be speaking for these people. They made certain errors regarding that responsibility. They seem to be taking themselves 
seriously whether they can even do that.” —Pope.L [ibid]

12   “Ryman’s a weird person. If you look at the review sections of these magazines of the 60s and the 70s, you see still a lot of painting even though you look at the 
essays and they’re putting down painting. He is one of the few people who is doing anything like easel painting that is getting written about. There are some 
others, but he’s really unusual. […] With Ryman, the guy has a procedure. He follows that procedure. It’s interesting. He’s not a machine, though. He’s real 
military. And then of course there’s this insistence upon this use of white to the point where you’re reading what they say about him and no one talks about it. 
They talk about it almost as if he’s using nothing even though there were actual artists using just water on their canvases at the time. I think Alan Saret did that. 
But here this guy is and he does this, so that was curious to me. Then I saw a Ryman show of paintings he did— or things he did— in the 50s. They were the 
ones where he sewed his name into the painting and that’s when I started seeing ‘Ah, okay, there’s something else here. There’s a wit to this person. That’s when it 
started to turn for me.’” —Pope.L [ibid]

13  Mac Adams was Pope.L’s  professor at Montclair State for probably two years. John Czerkowicz, another professor of Pope.L’s, was highly influential. [ibid]

Skin Set Painting: Blue People Are My New God Replacing Chartreuse 
People My Old God, 2012-2013



I finagled getting elected as the president of the Art Council. As a result 
of winning the election, they gave me a tiny office on whose floor I slept 
for the next year or so. I also lived with my grandmother, on my mother’s 
side, while I attended the Whitney Independent Study program in 1978.  
I lived with her again for a bit between undergrad and grad. After grad 
school, I lived in East Orange, New Jersey but spent most of the time in 
New York City doing theater and other activities.

--How do the Proto-Skin Sets relate to the “Skin Sets” proper? 

+Protos relate to SS proper in that they share interests in language, 
handwriting, foregrounding or bringing into parity the conceptual with 
object-making— how to teach a thing to speak…

--In concept?  

+Protos were understood, at one time, as one thing at a time with no 
sense of a system except the desire for a system— whereas SS proper 
is produced within a system of relations and duration. This system 
is also a system of understanding because I am always attempting to 
better understand what I am doing and at the same time trouble that 
understanding and push the limits of what constitutes a Skin Set thing— 
at the same time I am always operating within the limits of my life  
and time… 

--In form? 

+Skin Set proper’s focus on language to the exclusion of image as image put more pressure on writing as writerly (in the Barthesian sense), 
writing that is playful, self-reflexive writing, but also writing as image. CDs were primarily made of language but the language served 
description and documentation. The written form of CDs belied the thing described which could be almost anything— from wearing a 
watch to crying to writing a play. In some ways, SS proper is a retreat from the medium diversity in CDs and Protos. However, with my 
extension of SS into painting, I have hopefully been able to, to some extent, bring back some of that material thoughtfulness to the project…

--The Protos would count as “early” works of yours— I only mean this factually, not a judgment. 

+Even if your statement is a judgment, I am OK with that. Protos are just that: Proto. But in their defense, they have a directness, a 
clumsiness and an openness that I admire on some level. On the other hand, I can also see how they perhaps might lean a little too heavily 
on their influences.14 A little too Lyn Foulkes, Manzoni, Burri and Johns.15 But ever since I started doing CDs I felt originality— as a pure or 
working concept— wasn’t convincing. So, loosening up my inner-student was a good thing for me…

--Was there already a notion of working in series, larger projects, within proscribed formal limits? 

+At that time, no. But just to be clear: I do not work in series. I work in sets. CDs were an open set. Failure Drawings were an open set.  
SS is not.16

14   “I left these people out but the Appropriationists, I suppose, are important— someone like [Richard] Prince. The thing about Prince at the time: his use 
of Marlboro didn’t really deal with the text and I guess he did that for the sake of creating his own space. I was interested in the text and the way it was 
interacting with this image. I didn’t quite know what it was doing, so I said why not add another text to that to see but have a different physical character to 
it. I think Prince’s work I encountered when I was in the Whitney program at Franklin Furnace. That whole group, there was a space at the time called Artist 
Building. It was the same building I think where the guy who used to do the one-year performances, Tehching Hsieh. He’s a very lauded figure in endurance 
work simultaneously with [Marina] Abramovich. But all those people, Sherry Levine, I saw their early work there. [David] Salle— so much, Barbara Kruger 
probably. Robert Longo and Jack Goldstein were doing performative events at Franklin Furnace that were image based and theatrical.” ‘Pope.L [ibid]

15  Piero Manzoni, Alberto Burri, Jasper Johns
16  Pope.L’s disctinction between series and sets has to do with linearity and order versus clusters. [ibid]

Gold People Are Black Children, 2015



--I believe, at this time, a lot of your activity 
was oriented around music and theater: your 
band (John Wayne)17 and your directing. What 
compelled you to make visual art that was like this? 
Can you say something about your band: what was 
it, what were its aspirations, horizons, doings? Also, 
can you say something about the theater work you 
were involved in?

+I started the band John Wayne as a CD. At first 
it was just me singing and another artist, Brian 
McCormick, playing acoustic or electric guitar. He 
was into Delta blues, R&B, Poco, Beefheart18 and 
[John] Cage. I was into all that stuff, too, except 
for Poco. He’d play these disjointed blues riffs and 
I’d sing the contents of a matchbook cover or the 
definition of a certain word. Eventually, over a 
period of seven years, we became more successful 
and a five piece and things got un-interesting.19 
Simultaneously with John Wayne, I continued 
to make CDs. The most complex CDs were theater-performance works I wrote and directed beginning in undergraduate school, later in 
graduate school and a few years after that. These works were almost never solo and utilized two to 20 plus performers. I created a couple of 
solo performance works in grad school but mostly I wrote and directed. Toward the end of that time, the works became more about their 
complication than the ideas in the work so I stopped doing them. Or maybe I just did not know how to direct the complication…

--The Protos contain words, abstract painting, found elements like posters, printed material, hair, etc. Do you think the drawings prioritize 
any aspect or element over any other? i.e. Are the drawings first to be read or first to be looked at as allover images? 

+Interesting that you call them drawings… drawings… drawings… In fact, I find many of the Protos very painterly. Your question titillates 
’cause I understand looking always as a kind of reading. Even if it’s textures you’re parsing, it’s still a cognitive system driven activity looking 
for a pattern— whether it is an all-over pattern or words or…

--How long did it take you to make these works? What came first in your thinking: the phrases or words or the found supports or the 
composition/design? 

+The writing of a CD required several drafts over several days, usually after a period of ‘research’ in which time I would carry out the action 
or idea described in the text. The Protos that resemble small paintings and objects usually took several days to several weeks to produce. 
Sometimes, not infrequently, I’d re-visit a work over a period of years. I think this re-visiting led to the way I worked on the Failure drawing 
project where I would write down on the drawing itself the dates I’d re-visit.
 
--Do the works contain any aspect of improvisation? 

+If you mean figuring out as I go along, yes, plenty— but I always knew how I wanted to start. How I’d end? Well, that’s the rub in 
everything— so there’s that…

--I see the works as a kind of “composition by field,” even though their words are often centrally placed. The allover relationships suggest, 
to me at least, a host of post-war artists and artistic phenomena: Pollock, Guston, Rauschenberg, Frank O’Hara, Amiri Baraka, John Cage, 
Morton Feldman, Cecil Taylor, the French affichistes,20 etc. More in their own moment, there’s Basquiat, graffiti, urban disjuncture, or the 

17  John Wayne, a band founded by Pope.L in 1977, lasted until 1984.
18  “Beefheart uses Delta blues forms but— how would you say?— distorts them, stretches them.” —Pope.L [ibid].
19  Pope.L continues to make music when he can find the time. [ibid]
20  Artists, for example, Jacques Villegle and Raymond Hains, who worked in postwar Paris and Rome and were considered pioneers of street art

Installation view of What’s Inside a Boy at Project Gallery, Los Angeles, 2002 



various punk/dub/drone axes. Total space, punctuating notation marks: 
whether linguistic or graphical/visual, an understructure of found/
everyday/ mass material. 

+I like the idea of drawing or painting space as an ambient or noise space. 
And I understand what you call a field— as a page or a stage (with a fly 
space, a trap door and a fire escape) — where a communication event or 
action is enacted or proposed or set in motion.

--What is the relationship between landscape and language in the works? 

+In a way, especially in the SS paintings, I am always dealing with several 
feels of plane at once. A plane is not landscape necessarily but I find 
myself shifting from one feel of plane to another as it suits me as I work— 
one plane is like a window or doorway; another like a display sign; and 
another feels like, resembles a surface of shifting multiple planes; and 
simultaneously with the previous, a birds eye view from above, that 
kind of plane. Interestingly this shifting plane-feel I am talking about 
is contradicted by the handwritten writing which is performed as if on 
a field or window. The shifting plane-feel thing has mostly to do with 
working the painting as a thing in space as if it were one big clumsy letter-
form.

--Many of the Protos contain fragments of drawn locations/places/
settings— a horizon with factory smokestacks; mountains or volcanoes; 

etc. — which hover near, beneath, or approximate to the words. What are these locations/settings? What role do they play? What do they do? 

+Yes, you are referring to the more painterly Protos with collage elements on found advertisements, specifically the one titled Wordy 
Advertisement. The drawings written into this work are another kind of writing, a writing with images when words are not enough. I like 
the idea of imposing a fictional drawn location on a photographic one— I guess it is cousin, as idea, to inserting language into a space or 
situation already taken up with language, for example, a typical display sign. In a way, the ads I used in the Protos are like ‘research’ materials 
I brought home after crawling in the street…

--Are your words specific to any place? America? Your cities? Or are these fragments of place incidental, doodles, ambient? 

+There is a casualness, a looseness to the interventions I make, specifically, in the Protos on advertisements. I want my mark to differ from 
but co-exist with the more stolid printed mark. The words I write are specific in their relationship of words in conversation with other 
words. They are specific to each found image-substrate, in some cases poetically. For example, in Wordy Advertisement, I am interested in the 
supposedly good white male body in the life-scape of white smoking where smoke is everywhere in the landscape like microbes or fauna or 
well, words— semaphores emitted from all sorts of tubes, stacks, cocks and noses; emitting cocks of clouds like semaphores…

--Likewise, body parts— penises, nipples, orifices, hands— are equally present. Is there a relationship between the drawings and scripts or 
scores? Are there seeds of a “performance practice” in the drawings?

+Maybe it’s the other way around: my performance practice has helped produce my attitude to making in that I conceived each Proto as a 
site for a specific action or actions to be done over time— as an opportunity, in the old sense, to say something, to murmur something in 
the dark as Beckett might say. I reacted to each site, as it were, in accordance to what it proposed to me. The use of body parts was a way 
of talking about things in relation that mattered, things that troubled— things, things, things that are valences for trouble: the holes in our 
bodies, including that hole in our face that’s always chirping or the other one that is always dripping. And then there is that, that, that, that 
hole inside of us whose center is always tumbling, always jumbled— the natural wound in the act of human communication, making it feel 
un-natural and necessary. In the face of all that is my willful insistence that the art work I proffer is born of a whole creature. Ha! Maybe this 
stubbornness is more clear in some of the more recent SS paintings where reading is troubled much more dumbly, more literally. Words have 
been left out, removed, obscured or replaced, redefined and replaced again and again and again or made into neologisms or are compressed 

Gold People Dick the Mist, 2015-2016



and overlapped disrespecting traditional spacing 
between letter forms, so that in some cases 
the space, the hole between the letter is more 
important than the letter itself.

--Can you comment on the dramatic aspect of the 
works: the dialogue or poly-vocality of the main 
phrases and the other notational marks? It seems 
that different parts of the works are in conversation 
with each other: speaking, commenting on that 
speech, adjusting, contrasting. Is “sotto voce”21 
speaking something you think about? There’s a 
critique, and often humor and irony, in this kind 
of speech. 

+That sort of sotto voce commentary is more 
common in the SS drawings, especially the  
8 ½ x 11 in graph paper format.22 I do think about 
mode of address. I am drawn to a way of writing, 
inscribing language that has a grain to it, the grain 
of the voice as Barthes might say. I like the idea of addressing the audience as if I am standing before them ventriloquizing the object— 
the very thing my teachers told me was impossible— to create a thing that speaks for you as if it is you, but not you, so maybe more like a 
talisman or a fetish or a golem…

--You have said that “over-writing” is something you think about. What is being “over-written” in the Proto-Skin Sets? It is not yet so 
focused on the topos of race, as it will be in Skin Set proper. Or it doesn’t immediately seem that way, perhaps because the Protos lack a 
predetermined format or structure. A language of commodities seems more present: a push-back against the plenitude, integrity, identity 
of advertisements. The works call attention to the emptiness of commodity assertion, or call attention to the possibility that commodity 
assertion is actually FULL of other things: thoughts, affects, desires. 

+My interest in over-writing has to do with a few things: the palimpsest, the sketch and inadequacy. By palimpsest, I mean the overlaying 
or build-up produced by the act of physical marking or writing or immaterial meaning or the passing of time itself. By sketch, I mean a 
notation, a glimpse, a stab at some X or ‘Puce People Are The Fuck And Fuckening Of The Fuck Fuck’— scrabbling about for some perceived 
truth or knowledge or glimmer. By inadequacy, I mean a lack that emanates from the act of desire itself. The more you reach, the more the 
reaching is undone— a desire that obliterates itself in its own reaching: ‘White People Are A Desalination Plant In Puerto Rico’. 

--Is there anything especially “American” about this?  

+I mean, yea, sure there’s something American about everything. But half-kidding aside, I initially wrote the end of the previous response as: 
“…the more you reach out the more there is to reach for…” That way of looking at desire is indeed very American but it’s also misleading. It 
suggests that desire is an infinite resource. However, desire is an ecology and like any resource, you have to question its sustainability…

21  Italian, meaning ‘under the breath’ according to Merriem Webster dictionary
22  The Skin Set drawings on graph paper were begun in 1998-99 and constitute the works in the Skin Set project with which most people are familiar.

Writing/Sleeping/Living on the Flag from How Much is That Nigger in the Window, 1990-1991



A self-interview of three questions by Pope.L on a return flight from Athens to Chicago for documenta 14 on April 9, 2017





A Communications Device; An Exercise ...something that has to do with the particular manner in which a 
certain thing was put forth (or expressed) // something which was done (and in a certain manner) in relation 
to the aforementioned in order to demonstrate or show certain things about both ways of expressing...
1979, Photocopy of mimeograph copy printed on four sheets of standard photocopy paper, 8 1/2 by 11 in.  21.6 by 27.9 cm., infinite editions













Outdoor Performance Painting, 1983-2014 (detail)





Fullness
1983-2000, Ballpoint pen and tape on duratrans with pushpins in artist’s frame, 11 1/4 by 23 in.  28.6 by 58.4 cm.





Painting on Advertisement Never to Be Finished
1983-2013, Acrylic, crayon, marker and oil on found cardboard advertisement with pushpins in artist’s frame, 13 3/4 by 30 1/2 in.  34.9 by 77.5 cm. 
Collection of Jason Kraus & Leslie Fritz, New York





Ad Space
1983-2013, Oil, acrylic and clear resin on found cardboard with pushpins in artist’s frame, 33 1/4 by 21 in.  84.5 by 53.3 cm.





I Believe In A Black Art
1988-2013, Acrylic, oil paint and pen on found plastic advertisement with brass screws in artist’s frame, 27 1/4 by 43 3/4 in.  69.2 by 111.1 cm.
Collection of Jill & Peter Kraus, New York





I Believe In A Black Art, 1988-2013 (detail)





Outdoor Performance Painting
1983-2014, Acrylic, charcoal, collage, marker, and tape on cardboard train station advertisement with pushpins in artist’s frame, 37 by 27 1/2 in.  94 by 69.9 cm.





Wordy Advertisement
1983-2013, Acrylic, ballpoint, cellophane tape, collage, graphite, ink, marker, oil stick and vinyl letters  
on found cardboard advertisement with pushpins in artist’s frame, 36 1/4 by 24 1/2 in.  92.1 by 62.2 cm.





Fuck Ooga Booga
1989, Oil and watercolor on newsprint with pushpins in artist’s frame, 28 by 42 in.  71.1 by 106.7 cm.





Portrait AKA The American Dream Is to be Able to Think
1989-1990, Acrylic, oil pastel, marker, pencil, tape on craft paper with push pins in artist’s frame, 42 by 30 3/4 in.  106.7 by 78.1 cm.
Private Collection, Chicago





Wordy Advertisement, 1983-2013 (detail)





Jap
1989-1991, Oil, photocopy, metal spoon and rubber bands on newsprint with pushpins in artist’s frame, 44 by 33 1/2 in.  111.8 by 85.1 cm.





Fundamental
1989-2013, Acrylic, collage, dog hair, oil, permanent marker and single pushpin on newsprint with pushpins in artist’s frame, 35 1/8 by 25 3/4 in.  89.2 by 65.4 cm.





Yet Another Excuse
1989-2013, Oil, collage, graphite, marker, and tape on craft paper with pushpins in artist’s frame, 26 by 42 in.  66 by 106.7 cm.





Fundamental, 1989-2013 (detail)





DieAtor
1990-2009, Acrylic, ballpoint, cellophane tape and collage on paper, 11 by 8 3/4 in.  27.9 by 22.2 cm.





Homophobic Cough Syrup
c. 1989-1995, Acrylic, ballpoint, marker, masking tape on paper with pushpins in artist’s frame, 20 1/4 by 25 in.  51.4 by 63.5 cm.



There Is A Cloud
1990, Acrylic, ballpoint pen, collaged newsprint, graphite, hair, ink and pushpins on newsprint with pushpins in artist’s frame, 26 3/4 by 22 in.  67.9 by 55.9 cm.



Penis Melting Over The World
1990-1992, Acrylic, ballpoint and marker on layered and taped newspaper with pushpins in artist’s frame, 30 3/4 by 26 in.  78.1 by 66 cm.





Mal Content
1992, Acrylic, gel medium, newspaper and peanut butter on white particle board, 34 7/8 by 24 3/4 by 2 in.  88.6 by 62.9 by 5.1 cm.





Yet Another Excuse, 1989-2013 (detail)





I Can Write
1993, Collage with acrylic paint on kitty litter bag with pushpins in artist’s frame, 39 1/4 by 29 1/4 in.  99.7 by 74.3 cm.





Crawling to Richard Pryor’s House
1994, Acrylic, ballpoint, collage, stuffed animal and wood glue on wooden board, 21 3/4 by 11 1/4 by 5 in.  55.2 by 28.6 by 12.7 cm.



Crawling to Richard Pryor’s House
1994, Acrylic, ballpoint, collage, stuffed animal and wood glue on wooden board, 21 3/4 by 11 1/4 by 5 in.  55.2 by 28.6 by 12.7 cm.



Mau Mau 2000
1994, Mixed media assemblage, 19 1/2 by 16 7/8 by 3 in.  49.5 by 42.9 by 7.6 cm.



Truth and Time a.k.a. Now you can Bring Black History Home
1994, Gel medium, magazine photos and peanut butter on plywood with thumbtacks in plywood container, 13 1/8 by 15 1/4 by 3 in.  33.3 by 38.7 by 7.6 cm.



Model
1994, Gel medium, magazine photos and peanut butter on plywood with thumbtacks in plywood container, 11 3/4 by 17 1/2 by 3 in.  29.8 by 44.5 by 7.6 cm.



Opening Credits
1995, Collage on cardboard with pushpins in artist’s frame, 20 by 25 7/8 in. 50.8 by 65.7 cm.



Crawling to Richard Pryor’s House, 1994 (detail)





Illustrations

Page 4: Map of the World, 2002, frankfurters, nails, wood, condiments, charcoal and white glue on sheet rock, dimensions variable
Installation view of eRacism at DiverseWorks, Houston, TX, 2003
Courtesy of the artist and DiverseWorks

Page 6 top: X, 2005-2006, C-print, edition of 3, 54 ½ by 49 in. (138.4 by 124.5 cm.)

Page 6 bottom: Party Room, 2001, 119 bottles of Wild Irish Rose 750 with stuffed animals placed on shelves in a constructed room, 
dimensions variable
Installation view of eRacism at DiverseWorks, Houston, TX, 2003
Courtesy of the artist and DiverseWorks

Page 7 top: Island Painting, 2015-2016, acrylic, charcoal, ink, oil, paper, plastic, pencil, push pin, foamular and tape on linen, 94 ¾ by 
60 by 4 ¼ in. (240.67 by 152.4 by 10.8 cm.)

Page 7 bottom: Island Painting, 2015-2016 (detail)

Page 8: Black Drawings, 2001-2002, pen and marker on paper, 36 drawings, each 12 ½ by 10 in.  (31.75 by 25.4 cm.) 
Installation view of eRacism at DiverseWorks, Houston, TX, 2003
Courtesy of the artist and DiverseWorks

Page 9: Ppurple People Aare Aa Very Long River, 2010, mixed media on paper, 12 by 9 in. (30.5 by 22.9 cm.)

Page 10: Reenactor, 2012, video still 

Page 11: Beginning of the World, 2002, peanut butter, latex, charcoal, newsprint and photocopy, dimensions variable
Installation view of eRacism at DiverseWorks, Houston, TX, 2003
Courtesy of the artist and DiverseWorks

Page 12: Pope.L and his pet Mr. Milk (now deceased) in Pope.L’s backyard in Lewiston, ME, 2003 
Photo: Paul Fortin 

Page 13: Skin Set Painting: Blue People Are My New God Replacing Chartreuse People My Old God, 2012-2013, water-based oil, acrylic 
and metal clips on paper, 84 by 60 in. (213.4 by 152.4 cm.)

Page 14: Gold People Are Black Children, 2015, oil and hammer on linen, 24 by 18 in. (61 by 45.7 cm.)

Page 15: Installation view of What’s Inside a Boy at Project Gallery, Los Angeles, 2002 

Page 16: Gold People Dick the Mist, 2015-2016, acrylic, charcoal, matte medium, marker, oil paint, wood, metal latch, screw, hot glue 
and paper tape on canvas on board, 87 3/4 by 66 by 3 in. (222.9 by 167.6 by 7.6 cm.)

Page 17: Writing/Sleeping/Living on the Flag from How Much is That Nigger in the Window, 1990-1991, performance
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